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Abstract 

OPC UA (unified architecture) is the next generation OPC standard, which provides a complete, 

safe and reliable cross platform architecture to obtain real-time and historical data and time. 

Nowadays, the core of OPC communication standard is interoperability and standardization. 

The traditional OPC technology solves the problem of interoperability between hardware 

devices at the control level, and the communication standardization at the enterprise level is 

also needed. This paper summarizes the existing OPC architecture, and proposes a new OPC 

architecture based on binary, which solves the inherent drawbacks of the existing OPC UA 

protocol. The experiments show that the improved opc-ua has better compatibility as the 

inevitable choice of factory interconnection. 
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1. Introduction 

In order to cope with the trend of standardization and cross platform, in order to promote OPC better, 

OPC foundation has launched a new OPC standard OPC UA based on the successful application of 

OPC in recent years. The OPC UA interface protocol includes the previous A & E, Da, OPC XML, 

DA or HDA. All the previous objects can be accessed with only one address space, and it is not 

restricted by the windows platform, because it is defined from the transport layer above the packet. 

This will be mentioned later, which leads to higher flexibility and security than the previous OPC. 

OPC UA is based on the new generation technology provided by OPC foundation, which provides 

safe, reliable and independent of manufacturers, and realizes the transmission of raw data and 

preprocessed information from manufacturing level to production planning or ERP level. Through 

OPC UA, all the required information is available to each authorized application and every authorized 

person at any time and anywhere. This function is independent of the manufacturer's original 

application, programming language and operating system. At present, OPC's high reliability and 

extensibility of the OPC platform have been provided by OPC as an independent platform. OPC UA 

is no longer dependent on DCOM, but based on Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). Nowadays, 

OPC UA has become a bridge between enterprise layer and embedded automation system 

independent of Microsoft, UNIX or other operating systems. 

Traditional OPC com features distribute different functions to multiple com servers and represent 

functions with different characteristics through interface connection. OPC COM server provides 

alarm, but does not provide continuous access to the data that triggers the alarm. For example, the 

OPC COM server that provides historical data storage does not allow the current data to be read and 

updated. This feature creates integration problems because information from a single system cannot 

be accessed in a consistent manner. OPC UA solves the integration problem of common address 

which contains many kinds of available information through a single service. 

The core of OPC communication standard is interoperability and standardization. The traditional OPC 

technology solves the problem of interoperability between hardware devices at the control level, and 

the communication standardization at the enterprise level is also needed. The access specification 

before OPC UA is based on COM / DCOM technology of Microsoft, which will bring irreparable 
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weakness to the communication of new layer. In addition, the traditional OPC technology is not 

flexible enough and the platform is limited. The OPC foundation has released the latest unified data 

communication method, OPC unified architecture (OPC UA), which covers OPC real-time data 

access specification (OPC DA), OPC historical data access specification (OPC HDA), OPC alarm 

event access specification (OPC A & E) and OPC security protocol (OPC security) But on the basis 

of it, the function is extended.  

2. Problems of OPC-UA 

2.1 Unified access 

Traditional OPC com features distribute different functions in multiple com servers, and represent 

different functions through interface connection. OPC COM server provides access to alarm data that 

triggers alarms but does not continue to provide continuous. For example, OPC com servers that 

provide storage of historical data do not allow current data to be read and updated. This feature creates 

integration problems because information from a single system cannot be accessed in a consistent 

way. OPC UA solves the integration problem of common address access through a single service, 

which contains a variety of available information. 

2.2 Authentication Interoperability 

OPC UA features the same server and client testing tools as the successful OPC com authentication 

program. These testing tools enable suppliers to verify whether their products meet the requirements 

of characteristics and improve the quality of products. After the OPC UA and OPC com features are 

certified, the corresponding certification marks can be obtained. By using OPC certified products, the 

system integration cost of end users can be reduced. OPC UA is designed for usability and redundancy 

architecture. Complete configurable timeout, error detection, and recovery features enable OPC UA 

products to seamlessly handle errors or failures (such as loss of network communication). The 

standard OPC UA module supporting redundant functions makes it possible to deploy applications 

from different manufacturers. 

2.3 Cross domain firewall and Internet 

OPC UA features the same server and client testing tools as the successful OPC com authentication 

program. These testing tools enable suppliers to verify whether their products meet the requirements 

of characteristics and improve the quality of products. After the OPC UA and OPC com features are 

certified, the corresponding certification marks can be obtained. By using OPC certified products, the 

system integration cost of end users can be reduced. OPC UA is designed for usability and redundancy 

architecture. Complete configurable timeout, error detection, and recovery features enable OPC UA 

products to seamlessly handle errors or failures (such as loss of network communication). The 

standard OPC UA module supporting redundant functions makes it possible to deploy applications 

from different manufacturers. 

2.4 Standard security model 

In the past, security issues were considered last, and many vendors did not test their product security 

licenses. This means that it is difficult or impossible for end users to configure security. OPC UA 

architecture solves this problem through the standard security model that UA application must 

implement. This enhances interoperability and reduces configuration and maintenance costs. Opcua 

is also conducive to the development of standard tools for security settings management of any opcua 

product on any platform. Lightweight OPC UA can be used as an effective binary communication 

protocol. For example, OPC UA has been transplanted to many embedded systems, including 

VxWorks, Linux and proprietary RTOSs (real time operating systems). Top level OPC UA 

applications support enterprise standard XML page service protocol. The cost of system integration 

can be reduced through a common architecture. 
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3. Benefits of binary protocal 

OPC UA PubSub is an extension of the popular OPC UA protocol, which allows applications to 

publish messages to multiple subscribers through intermediate agents such as mqtt agents. OPC 

uapubsub messages can be formatted in XML, JSON, or efficient OPC UA binary formats. When 

using the latter approach, the publisher can encrypt and digitally sign the message before it is sent to 

the agent to ensure that no one other than the target recipient can read or modify the message. This 

will protect the publisher's data, even if the agent is stored on disk while the message is waiting to be 

delivered. 

Publishers and subscribers need to share a key to communicate securely. This is achieved by using a 

special OPC UA server called "secure key service" (sks). Applications that require a key provide 

credentials to sks securely using the OPC UA client server protocol. Sks determines whether they 

have access to the requested key and returns one or more keys. This process requires multiple keys 

because they change frequently to ensure that the application can be removed from the system in a 

reasonable amount of time if necessary. 

The rich OPC UA information model allows applications to represent their systems using terms and 

constructs that match the application domain. This information model is also an important part of 

OPC UA PubSub because it provides an overall framework for describing the content of messages to 

be sent to broker. The OPC UA PubSub specification defines a mechanism for notifying subscribers 

that the message structure has changed, and allows publishers to send new metadata to in band or out 

of band. Other solutions expect subscribers to process known message content or rely on specific 

rules to parse JSON or XML. our example below.  

4. Conclusion 

OPC UA PubSub is an extension of the popular OPC UA protocol, which allows applications to 

publish messages to multiple subscribers through intermediate agents such as mqtt agents. Publishers 

and subscribers need to share a key to communicate securely. This is achieved by using a special 

OPC UA server called "secure key service" (sks).  

Our updated opc-ua protocol based on binary system performs well in standard security model, cross 

domain firewall and Internet, authentication interoperability and authentication interoperability. Any 

factory operator who wants to use the Internet of things will benefit from the security toolbox 

provided by OPC UA, which helps to ensure the security and integrity of privacy when data flows 

are thrown out of a system managed by a third party. When combined with OPC UA information 

modeling framework and widely used in many existing OPC products, the toolbox will become the 

leading tool. This paper summarizes the existing OPC architecture, and proposes a new OPC 

architecture based on binary, which solves the inherent drawbacks of the existing OPC UA protocol. 

The experiments show that the improved opc-ua has better compatibility as the inevitable choice of 

factory interconnection. 
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